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Born to stay up!
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In this issue:

After giving a trial in Italian and given the number of downloads,
thus the interest in this initiative, the group decided, thanks to the Pag.1
help of IZ1KFF Veronica, to realize the English version of our
Pag.2
magazine.
We remind you that this is an electronic magazine that speaks
strictly of group’s life: its activities and those of its members,
what the Mediterranean Club organizes, manages and in what it
is involved.
We invite all members to provide us information of their
activities, both before and later on. The sole contact for
the magazine is redazione@mdxc.org.
73's MDXC H.Q.
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Pacific Odyssey Dxpedition: the diary with all adventures
Dear Colleagues,
Unfortunately, our team didn`t reach the main goal of the DXpedition – Kanton Island. It was very
hard and dangerous expedition. From the very beginning we were pursued by the turn of strange and
inexplicable events. We started from Apia for two days later, because Graham Wragg the Director of the
company owner of yacht Southern Cross didn`t send the generators from New Zealand in time. By the
way, we completely paid the rent of yacht, generators and 500 liters of petrol for them 2 months prior the
expedition. When we were aboard of our yacht in Apia, the Captain Paul Green had money only for 300
liters of petrol. We had to buy 200 liters of petrol and tanks for it for our own money. It was also found
out that the Captain bought the products for expedition in insufficient quantity. It seemed that the yacht is
not ready for the long trip. We decided to buy additional products for our needs. We chose only those
ones, which can be kept long, because the f ridge was out of order. Knowing about the starving
inhabitants of Kanton (we read this news in CNN), we also bought products for them for significant sum.
On a question to the Captain about the necessity of purchasing of fresh water, the negative answer was
got, because there was water-freshen device, which worked from the engine of the vessel. So we didn`t pay
attention to these difficulties and went out on the 21st of May. The distance between Apia and Kanton is
670 nm.
On the 24th of May we entered the Kiribati`s marginal waters. And here one strange event happened.
The Captain received the information from the owner of the vessel that one of the ministries had cancelled
its signature under the sanction of disembarkation to the Kanton Island.
The Captain turned the vessel immediately and we went out from the marginal waters of Kiribati. It is
necessary to point out that there was a serious preparation to this DXpedition. All the sanctions and
licences were obtained before the expedition. We had a Iridium satellite phone and contacted the owner
of the vessel immediately. It was found out that he had got this information from Tukabu Teroroko the
Director of Phoenix Islands Protected Area Commission. We knew this official. We called him from our
satellite phone and he picked up. But when he understood, who was calling, he switched off the phone
and all the subsequent attempts to call him became unsuccessful. We had the phone number of the Officer
in the Ministry of Communications, Transport and Tourism Development of Kiribati. We called him and
explained the situation. He promised us to solve it and asked to call back in 2 hours. After 2 hours he
answered us precisely that there were no proble ms with our sanction and we could enter the Kiribati`s
marginal waters. We were convinced once again that somebody didn`t want to let us reach Kanton. After
the negotiations between Captain Paul Green, the owner of the vessel Graham Wragg and Officer from
the Ministry, our yacht headed to Kanton again. We lost whole day due to the wrong information about
our sanction.
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On the 26th of May the engine of our vessel fell out (by the words of Captain). The Captain Paul
Green was holding the meeting with the passengers and informed that it was impossible to enter
the Kanton`s cove under sails. Also the Captain has informed us, that the fresh water stock is
limited only for drink. There is no fresh water for a shower, washings and cleanings of
teeth. The further continuation of the expedition became dangerous for life. We
decided to go back to Apia under sails. The strong thunder-storm with lightning
started, there were 500 liters of petrol on a deck, it did not add any optimism.
On the th of May we reached Tokelau. By means of local residents, who took
our yacht on a tow on several motor boats, we came into the cove of
Nukunonu Island. One local inhabitant kindly proposed us to stay at his
house. With his permission, we installed the antenna and equipment. ZK3X is
on the air! Fortunately, on Monday the 31 st of May the big ship “Lady
Naomi” came to the Island. It sometimes brings food and other cargoes to the
Island and also transfers people between Tokelau Islands. By this ship returned to
Apia, where were active as 5W0OX within several days before flying away home.
A short result of expedition:
- 8000 QSO’s was made due to very short activity as ZK3X and 5W0OX.
- personal losses of DXpedition members have made - 65000 dollars.
We are Ukrainians, persistent people, so in the nearest future we are going to make
new attempt of the DXpedition to the Kanton Island.
Sincerely yours,
Alex /UT5UY, T31X&ZK3X&5W0OX Co-Leader/

Southern Cross diary
I put the spare diesel I had in the 20 litre drums in to the fuel day tank,80 litres, made fresh
water around 1000 litres. We passed Tokolau this morning the wind has dropped and the
sea is slight.
Twenty fourth May
Ali going well on board until1500hours, Graham rang and told me that the permit to land
in Canton was not approved, the passengers were very pissed off as we had just entered
Kiribati waters and had to turn around and wait in international waters over night. Hopefully
this situation will be sorted out, if not we will have to go back to Tokelau.
Twenty fifth May
Stili no word if the permit situation has been sorted out, Graham is supposed to ring when he
finds out. I had to change the swivel shackle on the main traveler this morning as the old one
snapped off, the engine is running well and I am making fresh water, these guys shore like to
shower.Aproval has been given to land and we have 126 miles to run to Canton.2030 hours the engine
is making a clattering sound it sounds likea conrod bearing,l have reduced revs to ease the load,it looks
like number five piston, I have stopped fuel injection to this cylinder.
Twenty sixth may
0200 hours the engine is much worse and I have shut it down,the engine will not be able to be repaired until we reach
Samoa.1 had a meeting with the passengers and told them ofthe situation,the choice is to carry on to Canton under sail or
return to Samoa, the possibility of not being able to get safely through the channel at Canton decided them to return to
Samoa with the possibility of calling in at Tokelau. We turned around on the new course of 175 magnetic and are
making 6 knots, current distance to Tokelau is231 nautical miles. I have notified my shore party of the situation.Currant
position is 05 deg 18 minutes south and 171 deg 39 west.
Captain Paul Green
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A.R.I. section of OLBIA from "ether waves” to waves
… of the sea.
From June 4th to 6th has been carried out in Porto San Paolo (15 km from Olbia) a particular fair, wholly
dedicated to aquatic sports and in particular to underwater, called “Porto San Paolo di…mostra” (i.e.
shows). This fair is entirely dedicated to the sea and the sight kept by its depth. The event took place in
Porto San Paolo, inside the protected marine area Tavolara-Punta Coda Cavallo . The fair has been
organized by Agorà, promoted by Municipality of Loiri-Porto San Paolo and sponsored by the Ministry of
Environment, the Province of Olbia Tempio and the Protected Marine Area of Tavolara-Punta Coda
Cavallo. In particular, the supervision of Protected Marine Area was a warrant for a real environment
event. The A.R.I section of Olbia was present at the fair on Sunday June 6th 2010 as a collateral
demonstration with a stand properly prepared and equipped in order to introduce and promote service and
activity carried out by radio amateur and our brotherhood. As for the A.R.I section of Olbia, its
participation has been dedicated to the memory of Alessia Guccini, daughter of Tore - our dear friend and
fellow -, a 15 y.o. girl keen on radio communications and sailing sadly passed away last year because of an
incurable disease.
During the day we had the chance to contact and greet our radio amateur colleagues working IRØLVC
from Caprera Island since May 22nd, 2010; they’re activating the “Alessia Guccini Award” at the same
time the very well know Louis Vuitton Trophy 2010 was held in La Maddalena.
In the ARI fair stand has been activated also a special station using the digital system A.P.R.S. (Automatic
Position Reporting System). More info: ISØ/IQØAH Diploma I.I.A.: SD-001 IOTA: EU-024 WAIP:
OLBIA-TEMPIO MINE: MIS-035 (Mediterranean Island Award) ITA: M275 Diploma of the
Municipalities (Loiri-P.San Paolo) WAIS: EK18 (Diploma of Italian Squares) WW Locator: JN4ØTV.
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Brief notes:
Very interesting were also the following collateral events:
- presence of a prototype of underwater vehicle SUB FLYNG
EXPLORER, “that navigates as an airplane - moves as a fish –
submerges as a submarine” and the chance to test it into the sea
- Cetacean Research – the Ishmael Project - presented by experts
from the Department of Marine Biology, University of Genoa.
- Days of Monitoring the Coastal Environment - MAC DAY promoted by the Protected Marine Area of Tavolara for divers
from all over Italy, in order to take out the patent of expert
detector of the submerged ecosystem.
- Competitions in new and environmentally friendly specialty
water sports such as kite-surfing, S.U.P. (Stand Up Paddle), as
well as canoe
- Gathering of canoeists, organized in collaboration with the
Regional Committee of the Italian Federation Canoe Kayak
- Voyages in the gulf with instructors of the Caprera Sailing
Center
- Performances of dogs for rescue at sea, those much appreciated.
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Diploma I.I.A.: SD-001
IOTA: EU-024
WAIP: OLBIA-TEMPIO
MIA: MIS-035 (Mediterranean Island Award)
ITA: M275 Diploma dei Comuni (Loiri-P.San Paolo)
WAIS: EK18 (Diploma degli Squares italiani)
WW Locator: JN4ØTV

A.R.I. R.E. - Radiocomunicazioni di Emergenza -

Automatic Position Reporting System
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Sunday June 6th we’ve had a very nice radio and friendship day in Porto San Paolo but, of course, we
started to equip the stand since the previous day with wall posters, section pennant, magazines and
forms of various kinds as well as 2 HF stations (dipolo + fiberglass tube antenna), 1 APRS station, 1
V/UHF station, other apparatus and old Morse keys.
Those present were: IS0RUH, IS0PTW, IS0JMA, IS0YPW, IW0UAM, IS0NIR, IS0RZG, IS0BTH,
IS0WJS, IS0JLJ.
Many QSOs has been made in phonia and CW by IS0WJS Silverio.
Our stand has been visited by many people asking about activities carried out by radio amateurs and
A.R.I. .
Moreover, very pleasant were the visits of Loiri-Porto San Paolo’s Mayor and Vice-Mayor, peoples
from the Marine Area and other Authorities, as two officials of Nuoro’s Prefecture working in the field
of radio transmission.
In the morning, IS0JMA, IS0RUH and IS0PTW got on the vedette CP802 of Olbia Coastguard and,
while in the open sea, made some tests in V/U with the base station at the fair and with other friends on
the air.
It has been a great experience, very useful for our activity and for the visibility of our section and all
radio amateurs.
The event ended at about 7 P.M.. Thanks to all who participate and helped.
I extend to the A.R.I. section and to all participants the greetings and thanks sent by e-mail from the
organization.
73
A.R.I. Section of Olbia
The Secretary, IS0JMA - Roberto
MDXC#275 ARMI#560
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MDXC - CQ Bande Basse Italia 2010
During the contest some colleagues did not use the official software to manage and
send their station logs. The Contest Committee has of course accepted abstracts, even
if not created with the recommended software. Unfortunately, while converting those
logs into the right format readable by our official software, developed by Lenio
IZ5ILJ, because of a bug (promptly killed!) two logs have suffered of "extensive
damages". On behalf of Contest Committee, I apologize to Fulvio IK4MGP and
Salvatore IK8UND, who inter alia have already received private apologies from
Lenio. This won’t happen again in the future and we hope that Fulvio and Salvatore
will be again with us in 2011 edition.
Alessandro, IZ5MOQ
MDXC #003

QSL card by I0SNY from Beijing
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New members

- Javier Pinel
- Susan B MC Girr
- Giuseppe Fadalti
- Carlo Ponso

HR2J
K9XYL
IZ3BSU
IZ1RFM
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